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Data Mining
This book covers the fundamental concepts of data
mining, to demonstrate the potential of gathering
large sets of data, and analyzing these data sets to
gain useful business understanding. The book is
organized in three parts. Part I introduces concepts.
Part II describes and demonstrates basic data mining
algorithms. It also contains chapters on a number of
different techniques often used in data mining. Part III
focuses on business applications of data mining.

Next Generation of Data Mining
Like a data-guzzling turbo engine, advanced data
mining has been powering post-genome biological
studies for two decades. Reflecting this growth,
Biological Data Mining presents comprehensive data
mining concepts, theories, and applications in current
biological and medical research. Each chapter is
written by a distinguished team of interdisciplinary
data mining researchers who cover state-of-the-art
biological topics. The first section of the book
discusses challenges and opportunities in analyzing
and mining biological sequences and structures to
gain insight into molecular functions. The second
section addresses emerging computational challenges
in interpreting high-throughput Omics data. The book
then describes the relationships between data mining
and related areas of computing, including knowledge
representation, information retrieval, and data
integration for structured and unstructured biological
data. The last part explores emerging data mining
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opportunities for biomedical applications. This volume
examines the concepts, problems, progress, and
trends in developing and applying new data mining
techniques to the rapidly growing field of genome
biology. By studying the concepts and case studies
presented, readers will gain significant insight and
develop practical solutions for similar biological data
mining projects in the future.

The Top Ten Algorithms in Data Mining
Data Mining introduces in clear and simple ways how
to use existing data mining methods to obtain
effective solutions for a variety of management and
engineering design problems. Data Mining is
organised into two parts: the first provides a focused
introduction to data mining and the second goes into
greater depth on subjects such as customer analysis.
It covers almost all managerial activities of a
company, including: • supply chain design, • product
development, • manufacturing system design, •
product quality control, and • preservation of privacy.
Incorporating recent developments of data mining
that have made it possible to deal with management
and engineering design problems with greater
efficiency and efficacy, Data Mining presents a
number of state-of-the-art topics. It will be an
informative source of information for researchers, but
will also be a useful reference work for industrial and
managerial practitioners.

Introduction to Data Mining
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Whether you are a software developer, systems
architect, data analyst, or business analyst, if you
want to take advantage of data mining in the
development of advanced analytic applications, Java
Data Mining, JDM, the new standard now implemented
in core DBMS and data mining/analysis software, is a
key solution component. This book is the essential
guide to the usage of the JDM standard interface,
written by contributors to the JDM standard. Data
mining introduction - an overview of data mining and
the problems it can address across industries; JDM's
place in strategic solutions to data mining-related
problems JDM essentials - concepts, design approach
and design issues, with detailed code examples in
Java; a Web Services interface to enable JDM
functionality in an SOA environment; and illustration
of JDM XML Schema for JDM objects JDM in practice the use of JDM from vendor implementations and
approaches to customer applications, integration, and
usage; impact of data mining on IT infrastructure; a
how-to guide for building applications that use the
JDM API Free, downloadable KJDM source code
referenced in the book available here

Data Mining and Machine Learning in
Cybersecurity
Apply powerful Data Mining Methods and Models to
Leverage your Data for Actionable Results Data
Mining Methods and Models provides: * The latest
techniques for uncovering hidden nuggets of
information * The insight into how the data mining
algorithms actually work * The hands-on experience
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of performing data mining on large data sets Data
Mining Methods and Models: * Applies a "white box"
methodology, emphasizing an understanding of the
model structures underlying the softwareWalks the
reader through the various algorithms and provides
examples of the operation of the algorithms on actual
large data sets, including a detailed case study,
"Modeling Response to Direct-Mail Marketing" * Tests
the reader's level of understanding of the concepts
and methodologies, with over 110 chapter exercises *
Demonstrates the Clementine data mining software
suite, WEKA open source data mining software, SPSS
statistical software, and Minitab statistical software *
Includes a companion Web site,
www.dataminingconsultant.com, where the data sets
used in the book may be downloaded, along with a
comprehensive set of data mining resources. Faculty
adopters of the book have access to an array of
helpful resources, including solutions to all exercises,
a PowerPoint(r) presentation of each chapter, sample
data mining course projects and accompanying data
sets, and multiple-choice chapter quizzes. With its
emphasis on learning by doing, this is an excellent
textbook for students in business, computer science,
and statistics, as well as a problem-solving reference
for data analysts and professionals in the field. An
Instructor's Manual presenting detailed solutions to all
the problems in the book is available onlne.

Data Mining Techniques
Mining of Data with Complex Structures explores
nature of data with complex structure including
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sequences, trees and graphs. Readers will find a
detailed description of the state-of-the-art of
sequence mining, tree mining and graph mining, and
more.

Data Mining Solutions
Presents the latest techniques for analyzing and
extracting information from large amounts of data in
high-dimensional data spaces The revised and
updated third edition of Data Mining contains in one
volume an introduction to a systematic approach to
the analysis of large data sets that integrates results
from disciplines such as statistics, artificial
intelligence, data bases, pattern recognition, and
computer visualization. Advances in deep learning
technology have opened an entire new spectrum of
applications. The author—a noted expert on the
topic—explains the basic concepts, models, and
methodologies that have been developed in recent
years. This new edition introduces and expands on
many topics, as well as providing revised sections on
software tools and data mining applications.
Additional changes include an updated list of
references for further study, and an extended list of
problems and questions that relate to each
chapter.This third edition presents new and expanded
information that: • Explores big data and cloud
computing • Examines deep learning • Includes
information on convolutional neural networks (CNN) •
Offers reinforcement learning • Contains semisupervised learning and S3VM • Reviews model
evaluation for unbalanced data Written for graduate
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students in computer science, computer engineers,
and computer information systems professionals, the
updated third edition of Data Mining continues to
provide an essential guide to the basic principles of
the technology and the most recent developments in
the field.

Data Mining for Business Analytics
This book reviews state-of-the-art methodologies and
techniques for analyzing enormous quantities of raw
data in high-dimensional data spaces, to extract new
information for decision making. The goal of this book
is to provide a single introductory source, organized in
a systematic way, in which we could direct the
readers in analysis of large data sets, through the
explanation of basic concepts, models and
methodologies developed in recent decades. If you
are an instructor or professor and would like to obtain
instructor’s materials, please visit
http://booksupport.wiley.com If you are an instructor
or professor and would like to obtain a solutions
manual, please send an email to:
pressbooks@ieee.org

Multimedia Data Mining and Analytics
Cutting-edge data mining techniques and tools for
solving your toughest analytical problems Data Mining
Solutions In down-to-earth language, data mining
experts Christopher Westphal and Teresa Blaxton
introduce a brand new approach to data mining
analysis. Through their extensive real-world
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experience, they have developed and documented
many practical and proven techniques to make your
own data mining efforts more successful. You'll get a
refreshing "out-of-the-box" approach to data mining
that will help you maximize your time and problemsolving resources, and prepare for the next wave of
data mining-visualization. You will read about ways in
which data mining has been used to: * Discover
patterns of insider trading in the stock market *
Evaluate the utility of marketing campaigns * Analyze
retail sales patterns across geographic regions *
Identify money laundering operations * Target DNA
sequences for pharmaceutical testing and
development The book is accompanied by a CD-ROM
that contains: * Demo and trial versions of numerous
visual data mining tools * Active web-page links for
each of the products profiled * GIF files corresponding
to all book images

Mining of Massive Datasets
Concise, thoroughly class-tested primer that features
basic statistical concepts in the concepts in the
context of analytics, resampling, and the bootstrap A
uniquely developed presentation of key statistical
topics, Introductory Statistics and Analytics: A
Resampling Perspective provides an accessible
approach to statistical analytics, resampling, and the
bootstrap for readers with various levels of exposure
to basic probability and statistics. Originally classtested at one of the first online learning companies in
the discipline, www.statistics.com, the book primarily
focuses on applications of statistical concepts
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developed via resampling, with a background
discussion of mathematical theory. This feature
stresses statistical literacy and understanding, which
demonstrates the fundamental basis for statistical
inference and demystifies traditional formulas. The
book begins with illustrations that have the essential
statistical topics interwoven throughout before
moving on to demonstrate the proper design of
studies. Meeting all of the Guidelines for Assessment
and Instruction in Statistics Education (GAISE)
requirements for an introductory statistics course,
Introductory Statistics and Analytics: A Resampling
Perspective also includes: Over 300 “Try It Yourself”
exercises and intermittent practice questions, which
challenge readers at multiple levels to investigate and
explore key statistical concepts Numerous interactive
links designed to provide solutions to exercises and
further information on crucial concepts Linkages that
connect statistics to the rapidly growing field of data
science Multiple discussions of various software
systems, such as Microsoft Office Excel®, StatCrunch,
and R, to develop and analyze data Areas of concern
and/or contrasting points-of-view indicated through
the use of “Caution” icons Introductory Statistics and
Analytics: A Resampling Perspective is an excellent
primary textbook for courses in preliminary statistics
as well as a supplement for courses in upper-level
statistics and related fields, such as biostatistics and
econometrics. The book is also a general reference for
readers interested in revisiting the value of statistics.

Handbook of Statistical Analysis and
Data Mining Applications
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Data Mining: Practical Machine Learning Tools and
Techniques, Fourth Edition, offers a thorough
grounding in machine learning concepts, along with
practical advice on applying these tools and
techniques in real-world data mining situations. This
highly anticipated fourth edition of the most
acclaimed work on data mining and machine learning
teaches readers everything they need to know to get
going, from preparing inputs, interpreting outputs,
evaluating results, to the algorithmic methods at the
heart of successful data mining approaches.
Extensive updates reflect the technical changes and
modernizations that have taken place in the field
since the last edition, including substantial new
chapters on probabilistic methods and on deep
learning. Accompanying the book is a new version of
the popular WEKA machine learning software from the
University of Waikato. Authors Witten, Frank, Hall, and
Pal include today's techniques coupled with the
methods at the leading edge of contemporary
research. Please visit the book companion website at
http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/book.html It
contains Powerpoint slides for Chapters 1-12. This is a
very comprehensive teaching resource, with many
PPT slides covering each chapter of the book Online
Appendix on the Weka workbench; again a very
comprehensive learning aid for the open source
software that goes with the book Table of contents,
highlighting the many new sections in the 4th edition,
along with reviews of the 1st edition, errata, etc.
Provides a thorough grounding in machine learning
concepts, as well as practical advice on applying the
tools and techniques to data mining projects Presents
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concrete tips and techniques for performance
improvement that work by transforming the input or
output in machine learning methods Includes a
downloadable WEKA software toolkit, a
comprehensive collection of machine learning
algorithms for data mining tasks-in an easy-to-use
interactive interface Includes open-access online
courses that introduce practical applications of the
material in the book

Foundations and Advances in Data
Mining
Get to grips with the fundamentals of data mining and
predictive analytics with IBM SPSS Modeler Key
Features Get up–and-running with IBM SPSS Modeler
without going into too much depth. Identify
interesting relationships within your data and build
effective data mining and predictive analytics
solutions A quick, easy–to-follow guide to give you a
fundamental understanding of SPSS Modeler, written
by the best in the business Book Description IBM SPSS
Modeler allows users to quickly and efficiently use
predictive analytics and gain insights from your data.
With almost 25 years of history, Modeler is the most
established and comprehensive Data Mining
workbench available. Since it is popular in corporate
settings, widely available in university settings, and
highly compatible with all the latest technologies, it is
the perfect way to start your Data Science and
Machine Learning journey. This book takes a detailed,
step-by-step approach to introducing data mining
using the de facto standard process, CRISP-DM, and
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Modeler’s easy to learn “visual programming” style.
You will learn how to read data into Modeler, assess
data quality, prepare your data for modeling, find
interesting patterns and relationships within your
data, and export your predictions. Using a single case
study throughout, this intentionally short and focused
book sticks to the essentials. The authors have drawn
upon their decades of teaching thousands of new
users, to choose those aspects of Modeler that you
should learn first, so that you get off to a good start
using proven best practices. This book provides an
overview of various popular data modeling techniques
and presents a detailed case study of how to use
CHAID, a decision tree model. Assessing a model’s
performance is as important as building it; this book
will also show you how to do that. Finally, you will see
how you can score new data and export your
predictions. By the end of this book, you will have a
firm understanding of the basics of data mining and
how to effectively use Modeler to build predictive
models. What you will learn Understand the basics of
data mining and familiarize yourself with Modeler’s
visual programming interface Import data into
Modeler and learn how to properly declare metadata
Obtain summary statistics and audit the quality of
your data Prepare data for modeling by selecting and
sorting cases, identifying and removing duplicates,
combining data files, and modifying and creating
fields Assess simple relationships using various
statistical and graphing techniques Get an overview
of the different types of models available in Modeler
Build a decision tree model and assess its results
Score new data and export predictions Who this book
is for This book is ideal for those who are new to SPSS
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Modeler and want to start using it as quickly as
possible, without going into too much detail. An
understanding of basic data mining concepts will be
helpful, to get the best out of the book.

Data Mining
A guide to the importance of well-structured data as
the first step to successful data mining. It shows how
data should be prepared prior to mining in order to
maximize mining performance, and provides
examples of how to apply a variety of techniques in
order to solve real world business problems

Principles of Data Mining
Data Mining and Predictive Analysis: Intelligence
Gathering and Crime Analysis, 2nd Edition, describes
clearly and simply how crime clusters and other
intelligence can be used to deploy security resources
most effectively. Rather than being reactive, security
agencies can anticipate and prevent crime through
the appropriate application of data mining and the
use of standard computer programs. Data Mining and
Predictive Analysis offers a clear, practical starting
point for professionals who need to use data mining in
homeland security, security analysis, and operational
law enforcement settings. This revised text highlights
new and emerging technology, discusses the
importance of analytic context for ensuring successful
implementation of advanced analytics in the
operational setting, and covers new analytic service
delivery models that increase ease of use and access
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to high-end technology and analytic capabilities. The
use of predictive analytics in intelligence and security
analysis enables the development of meaningful,
information based tactics, strategy, and policy
decisions in the operational public safety and security
environment. Discusses new and emerging
technologies and techniques, including up-to-date
information on predictive policing, a key capability in
law enforcement and security Demonstrates the
importance of analytic context beyond software
Covers new models for effective delivery of advanced
analytics to the operational environment, which have
increased access to even the most powerful
capabilities Includes terminology, concepts, practical
application of these concepts, and examples to
highlight specific techniques and approaches in crime
and intelligence analysis

Data Mining
This is an applied handbook for the application of data
mining techniques in the CRM framework. It combines
a technical and a business perspective to cover the
needs of business users who are looking for a
practical guide on data mining. It focuses on
Customer Segmentation and presents guidelines for
the development of actionable segmentation
schemes. By using non-technical language it guides
readers through all the phases of the data mining
process.

Commercial Data Mining
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Evolving Application Domains of Data
Warehousing and Mining: Trends and
Solutions
In recent years, the science of managing and
analyzing large datasets has emerged as a critical
area of research. In the race to answer vital questions
and make knowledgeable decisions, impressive
amounts of data are now being generated at a rapid
pace, increasing the opportunities and challenges
associated with the ability to effectively analyze this
data.

Data Mining for Business Intelligence
With the rapid advancement of information discovery
techniques, machine learning and data mining
continue to play a significant role in cybersecurity.
Although several conferences, workshops, and
journals focus on the fragmented research topics in
this area, there has been no single interdisciplinary
resource on past and current works and possible
paths for future research in this area. This book fills
this need. From basic concepts in machine learning
and data mining to advanced problems in the
machine learning domain, Data Mining and Machine
Learning in Cybersecurity provides a unified reference
for specific machine learning solutions to
cybersecurity problems. It supplies a foundation in
cybersecurity fundamentals and surveys
contemporary challenges—detailing cutting-edge
machine learning and data mining techniques. It also:
Unveils cutting-edge techniques for detecting new
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attacks Contains in-depth discussions of machine
learning solutions to detection problems Categorizes
methods for detecting, scanning, and profiling
intrusions and anomalies Surveys contemporary
cybersecurity problems and unveils state-of-the-art
machine learning and data mining solutions Details
privacy-preserving data mining methods This
interdisciplinary resource includes technique review
tables that allow for speedy access to common
cybersecurity problems and associated data mining
methods. Numerous illustrative figures help readers
visualize the workflow of complex techniques and
more than forty case studies provide a clear
understanding of the design and application of data
mining and machine learning techniques in
cybersecurity.

Biological Data Mining
Many companies have invested in building large
databases and data warehouses capable of storing
vast amounts of information. This book offers
business, sales and marketing managers a practical
guide to accessing such information.

Java Data Mining: Strategy, Standard,
and Practice
Data Mining for Business Analytics: Concepts,
Techniques, and Applications in Python presents an
applied approach to data mining concepts and
methods, using Python software for illustration
Readers will learn how to implement a variety of
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popular data mining algorithms in Python (a free and
open-source software) to tackle business problems
and opportunities. This is the sixth version of this
successful text, and the first using Python. It covers
both statistical and machine learning algorithms for
prediction, classification, visualization, dimension
reduction, recommender systems, clustering, text
mining and network analysis. It also includes: A new
co-author, Peter Gedeck, who brings both experience
teaching business analytics courses using Python, and
expertise in the application of machine learning
methods to the drug-discovery process A new section
on ethical issues in data mining Updates and new
material based on feedback from instructors teaching
MBA, undergraduate, diploma and executive courses,
and from their students More than a dozen case
studies demonstrating applications for the data
mining techniques described End-of-chapter exercises
that help readers gauge and expand their
comprehension and competency of the material
presented A companion website with more than two
dozen data sets, and instructor materials including
exercise solutions, PowerPoint slides, and case
solutions Data Mining for Business Analytics:
Concepts, Techniques, and Applications in Python is
an ideal textbook for graduate and upperundergraduate level courses in data mining,
predictive analytics, and business analytics. This new
edition is also an excellent reference for analysts,
researchers, and practitioners working with
quantitative methods in the fields of business,
finance, marketing, computer science, and
information technology. “This book has by far the
most comprehensive review of business analytics
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methods that I have ever seen, covering everything
from classical approaches such as linear and logistic
regression, through to modern methods like neural
networks, bagging and boosting, and even much
more business specific procedures such as social
network analysis and text mining. If not the bible, it is
at the least a definitive manual on the subject.”
—Gareth M. James, University of Southern California
and co-author (with Witten, Hastie and Tibshirani) of
the best-selling book An Introduction to Statistical
Learning, with Applications in R

IBM SPSS Modeler Essentials
This book brings all of the elements of data mining
together in a single volume, saving the reader the
time and expense of making multiple purchases. It
consolidates both introductory and advanced topics,
thereby covering the gamut of data mining and
machine learning tactics ? from data integration and
pre-processing, to fundamental algorithms, to
optimization techniques and web mining
methodology. The proposed book expertly combines
the finest data mining material from the Morgan
Kaufmann portfolio. Individual chapters are derived
from a select group of MK books authored by the best
and brightest in the field. These chapters are
combined into one comprehensive volume in a way
that allows it to be used as a reference work for those
interested in new and developing aspects of data
mining. This book represents a quick and efficient
way to unite valuable content from leading data
mining experts, thereby creating a definitive, onePage 18/36
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stop-shopping opportunity for customers to receive
the information they would otherwise need to round
up from separate sources. Chapters contributed by
various recognized experts in the field let the reader
remain up to date and fully informed from multiple
viewpoints. Presents multiple methods of analysis and
algorithmic problem-solving techniques, enhancing
the reader’s technical expertise and ability to
implement practical solutions. Coverage of both
theory and practice brings all of the elements of data
mining together in a single volume, saving the reader
the time and expense of making multiple purchases.

Data Mining and Data Warehousing
Identifying some of the most influential algorithms
that are widely used in the data mining community,
The Top Ten Algorithms in Data Mining provides a
description of each algorithm, discusses its impact,
and reviews current and future research. Thoroughly
evaluated by independent reviewers, each chapter
focuses on a particular algorithm and is written by
either the original authors of the algorithm or worldclass researchers who have extensively studied the
respective algorithm. The book concentrates on the
following important algorithms: C4.5, k-Means, SVM,
Apriori, EM, PageRank, AdaBoost, kNN, Naive Bayes,
and CART. Examples illustrate how each algorithm
works and highlight its overall performance in a realworld application. The text covers key
topics—including classification, clustering, statistical
learning, association analysis, and link mining—in
data mining research and development as well as in
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data mining, machine learning, and artificial
intelligence courses. By naming the leading
algorithms in this field, this book encourages the use
of data mining techniques in a broader realm of realworld applications. It should inspire more data mining
researchers to further explore the impact and novel
research issues of these algorithms.

Data Mining and Analysis
Written in lucid language, this valuable textbook
brings together fundamental concepts of data mining
and data warehousing in a single volume. Important
topics including information theory, decision tree,
Naïve Bayes classifier, distance metrics, partitioning
clustering, associate mining, data marts and
operational data store are discussed
comprehensively. The textbook is written to cater to
the needs of undergraduate students of computer
science, engineering and information technology for a
course on data mining and data warehousing. The
text simplifies the understanding of the concepts
through exercises and practical examples. Chapters
such as classification, associate mining and cluster
analysis are discussed in detail with their practical
implementation using Weka and R language data
mining tools. Advanced topics including big data
analytics, relational data models and NoSQL are
discussed in detail. Pedagogical features including
unsolved problems and multiple-choice questions are
interspersed throughout the book for better
understanding.
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Data Mining: Know It All
Handbook of Statistical Analysis and Data Mining
Applications, Second Edition, is a comprehensive
professional reference book that guides business
analysts, scientists, engineers and researchers, both
academic and industrial, through all stages of data
analysis, model building and implementation. The
handbook helps users discern technical and business
problems, understand the strengths and weaknesses
of modern data mining algorithms and employ the
right statistical methods for practical application. This
book is an ideal reference for users who want to
address massive and complex datasets with novel
statistical approaches and be able to objectively
evaluate analyses and solutions. It has clear, intuitive
explanations of the principles and tools for solving
problems using modern analytic techniques and
discusses their application to real problems in ways
accessible and beneficial to practitioners across
several areas—from science and engineering, to
medicine, academia and commerce. Includes input by
practitioners for practitioners Includes tutorials in
numerous fields of study that provide step-by-step
instruction on how to use supplied tools to build
models Contains practical advice from successful realworld implementations Brings together, in a single
resource, all the information a beginner needs to
understand the tools and issues in data mining to
build successful data mining solutions Features clear,
intuitive explanations of novel analytical tools and
techniques, and their practical applications
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Data Mining: Concepts and Techniques
Data Mining: Concepts and Techniques provides the
concepts and techniques in processing gathered data
or information, which will be used in various
applications. Specifically, it explains data mining and
the tools used in discovering knowledge from the
collected data. This book is referred as the knowledge
discovery from data (KDD). It focuses on the
feasibility, usefulness, effectiveness, and scalability of
techniques of large data sets. After describing data
mining, this edition explains the methods of knowing,
preprocessing, processing, and warehousing data. It
then presents information about data warehouses,
online analytical processing (OLAP), and data cube
technology. Then, the methods involved in mining
frequent patterns, associations, and correlations for
large data sets are described. The book details the
methods for data classification and introduces the
concepts and methods for data clustering. The
remaining chapters discuss the outlier detection and
the trends, applications, and research frontiers in data
mining. This book is intended for Computer Science
students, application developers, business
professionals, and researchers who seek information
on data mining. Presents dozens of algorithms and
implementation examples, all in pseudo-code and
suitable for use in real-world, large-scale data mining
projects Addresses advanced topics such as mining
object-relational databases, spatial databases,
multimedia databases, time-series databases, text
databases, the World Wide Web, and applications in
several fields Provides a comprehensive, practical
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look at the concepts and techniques you need to get
the most out of your data

Programming Collective Intelligence
Written by renowned data science experts Foster
Provost and Tom Fawcett, Data Science for Business
introduces the fundamental principles of data science,
and walks you through the "data-analytic thinking"
necessary for extracting useful knowledge and
business value from the data you collect. This guide
also helps you understand the many data-mining
techniques in use today. Based on an MBA course
Provost has taught at New York University over the
past ten years, Data Science for Business provides
examples of real-world business problems to illustrate
these principles. You’ll not only learn how to improve
communication between business stakeholders and
data scientists, but also how participate intelligently
in your company’s data science projects. You’ll also
discover how to think data-analytically, and fully
appreciate how data science methods can support
business decision-making. Understand how data
science fits in your organization—and how you can
use it for competitive advantage Treat data as a
business asset that requires careful investment if
you’re to gain real value Approach business problems
data-analytically, using the data-mining process to
gather good data in the most appropriate way Learn
general concepts for actually extracting knowledge
from data Apply data science principles when
interviewing data science job candidates
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Data Mining for Business Intelligence
A comprehensive overview of data mining from an
algorithmic perspective, integrating related concepts
from machine learning and statistics.

Data Mining
Whether you are brand new to data mining or working
on your tenth predictive analytics project, Commercial
Data Mining will be there for you as an accessible
reference outlining the entire process and related
themes. In this book, you'll learn that your
organization does not need a huge volume of data or
a Fortune 500 budget to generate business using
existing information assets. Expert author David
Nettleton guides you through the process from
beginning to end and covers everything from business
objectives to data sources, and selection to analysis
and predictive modeling. Commercial Data Mining
includes case studies and practical examples from
Nettleton's more than 20 years of commercial
experience. Real-world cases covering customer
loyalty, cross-selling, and audience prediction in
industries including insurance, banking, and media
illustrate the concepts and techniques explained
throughout the book. Illustrates cost-benefit
evaluation of potential projects Includes vendoragnostic advice on what to look for in off-the-shelf
solutions as well as tips on building your own data
mining tools Approachable reference can be read
from cover to cover by readers of all experience
levels Includes practical examples and case studies as
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well as actionable business insights from author's own
experience

Data Mining Techniques in CRM
"This book provides insight into the latest findings
concerning data warehousing, data mining, and their
applications in everyday human activities"--Provided
by publisher.

Data Mining and Predictive Analysis
Learn how to develop models for classification,
prediction, and customer segmentation with the help
of Data Mining for Business Intelligence In today's
world, businesses are becoming more capable of
accessing their ideal consumers, and an
understanding of data mining contributes to this
success. Data Mining for Business Intelligence, which
was developed from a course taught at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology's Sloan School
of Management, and the University of Maryland's
Smith School of Business, uses real data and actual
cases to illustrate the applicability of data mining
intelligence to the development of successful
business models. Featuring XLMiner, the Microsoft
Office Excel add-in, this book allows readers to follow
along and implement algorithms at their own speed,
with a minimal learning curve. In addition, students
and practitioners of data mining techniques are
presented with hands-on, business-oriented
applications. An abundant amount of exercises and
examples are provided to motivate learning and
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understanding. Data Mining for Business Intelligence:
Provides both a theoretical and practical
understanding of the key methods of classification,
prediction, reduction, exploration, and affinity
analysis Features a business decision-making context
for these key methods Illustrates the application and
interpretation of these methods using real business
cases and data This book helps readers understand
the beneficial relationship that can be established
between data mining and smart business practices,
and is an excellent learning tool for creating valuable
strategies and making wiser business decisions.

Data Science for Business
Data Mining: Practical Machine Learning Tools and
Techniques, Third Edition, offers a thorough
grounding in machine learning concepts as well as
practical advice on applying machine learning tools
and techniques in real-world data mining situations.
This highly anticipated third edition of the most
acclaimed work on data mining and machine learning
will teach you everything you need to know about
preparing inputs, interpreting outputs, evaluating
results, and the algorithmic methods at the heart of
successful data mining. Thorough updates reflect the
technical changes and modernizations that have
taken place in the field since the last edition,
including new material on Data Transformations,
Ensemble Learning, Massive Data Sets, Multi-instance
Learning, plus a new version of the popular Weka
machine learning software developed by the authors.
Witten, Frank, and Hall include both tried-and-true
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techniques of today as well as methods at the leading
edge of contemporary research. The book is targeted
at information systems practitioners, programmers,
consultants, developers, information technology
managers, specification writers, data analysts, data
modelers, database R&D professionals, data
warehouse engineers, data mining professionals. The
book will also be useful for professors and students of
upper-level undergraduate and graduate-level data
mining and machine learning courses who want to
incorporate data mining as part of their data
management knowledge base and expertise. Provides
a thorough grounding in machine learning concepts
as well as practical advice on applying the tools and
techniques to your data mining projects Offers
concrete tips and techniques for performance
improvement that work by transforming the input or
output in machine learning methods Includes
downloadable Weka software toolkit, a collection of
machine learning algorithms for data mining tasks—in
an updated, interactive interface. Algorithms in toolkit
cover: data pre-processing, classification, regression,
clustering, association rules, visualization

Data Warehousing and Mining: Concepts,
Methodologies, Tools, and Applications
This book explains the principal techniques of data
mining: for classification, generation of association
rules and clustering. It is written for readers without a
strong background in mathematics or statistics and
focuses on detailed examples and explanations of the
algorithms given. This will benefit readers of all levels,
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from those who use data mining via commercial
packages, right through to academic researchers. The
book aims to help the general reader develop the
necessary understanding to use commercial data
mining packages, and to enable advanced readers to
understand or contribute to future technical
advances. Includes exercises and glossary.

Data Mining
With the growing use of information technology and
the recent advances in web systems, the amount of
data available to users has increased exponentially.
Thus, there is a critical need to understand the
content of the data. As a result, data-mining has
become a popular research topic in recent years for
the treatment of the "data rich and information poor"
syndrome. In this carefully edited volume a
theoretical foundation as well as important new
directions for data-mining research are presented. It
brings together a set of well respected data mining
theoreticians and researchers with practical data
mining experiences. The presented theories will give
data mining practitioners a scientific perspective in
data mining and thus provide more insight into their
problems, and the provided new data mining topics
can be expected to stimulate further research in
these important directions.

Data Mining Methods and Models
Now in its second edition, this book focuses on
practical algorithms for mining data from even the
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largest datasets.

Introductory Statistics and Analytics
This book provides fresh insights into the cutting edge
of multimedia data mining, reflecting how the
research focus has shifted towards networked social
communities, mobile devices and sensors. The work
describes how the history of multimedia data
processing can be viewed as a sequence of disruptive
innovations. Across the chapters, the discussion
covers the practical frameworks, libraries, and open
source software that enable the development of
ground-breaking research into practical applications.
Features: reviews how innovations in mobile, social,
cognitive, cloud and organic based computing
impacts upon the development of multimedia data
mining; provides practical details on implementing
the technology for solving real-world problems;
includes chapters devoted to privacy issues in
multimedia social environments and large-scale
biometric data processing; covers content and
concept based multimedia search and advanced
algorithms for multimedia data representation,
processing and visualization.

Data Mining: Practical Machine Learning
Tools and Techniques
Data Mining
This textbook explores the different aspects of data
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mining from the fundamentals to the complex data
types and their applications, capturing the wide
diversity of problem domains for data mining issues.
It goes beyond the traditional focus on data mining
problems to introduce advanced data types such as
text, time series, discrete sequences, spatial data,
graph data, and social networks. Until now, no single
book has addressed all these topics in a
comprehensive and integrated way. The chapters of
this book fall into one of three categories:
Fundamental chapters: Data mining has four main
problems, which correspond to clustering,
classification, association pattern mining, and outlier
analysis. These chapters comprehensively discuss a
wide variety of methods for these problems. Domain
chapters: These chapters discuss the specific
methods used for different domains of data such as
text data, time-series data, sequence data, graph
data, and spatial data. Application chapters: These
chapters study important applications such as stream
mining, Web mining, ranking, recommendations,
social networks, and privacy preservation. The
domain chapters also have an applied flavor.
Appropriate for both introductory and advanced data
mining courses, Data Mining: The Textbook balances
mathematical details and intuition. It contains the
necessary mathematical details for professors and
researchers, but it is presented in a simple and
intuitive style to improve accessibility for students
and industrial practitioners (including those with a
limited mathematical background). Numerous
illustrations, examples, and exercises are included,
with an emphasis on semantically interpretable
examples. Praise for Data Mining: The Textbook - “As I
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read through this book, I have already decided to use
it in my classes. This is a book written by an
outstanding researcher who has made fundamental
contributions to data mining, in a way that is both
accessible and up to date. The book is complete with
theory and practical use cases. It’s a must-have for
students and professors alike!" -- Qiang Yang, Chair of
Computer Science and Engineering at Hong Kong
University of Science and Technology "This is the
most amazing and comprehensive text book on data
mining. It covers not only the fundamental problems,
such as clustering, classification, outliers and frequent
patterns, and different data types, including text, time
series, sequences, spatial data and graphs, but also
various applications, such as recommenders, Web,
social network and privacy. It is a great book for
graduate students and researchers as well as
practitioners." -- Philip S. Yu, UIC Distinguished
Professor and Wexler Chair in Information Technology
at University of Illinois at Chicago

Advanced Data Mining Techniques
Want to tap the power behind search rankings,
product recommendations, social bookmarking, and
online matchmaking? This fascinating book
demonstrates how you can build Web 2.0 applications
to mine the enormous amount of data created by
people on the Internet. With the sophisticated
algorithms in this book, you can write smart programs
to access interesting datasets from other web sites,
collect data from users of your own applications, and
analyze and understand the data once you've found
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it. Programming Collective Intelligence takes you into
the world of machine learning and statistics, and
explains how to draw conclusions about user
experience, marketing, personal tastes, and human
behavior in general -- all from information that you
and others collect every day. Each algorithm is
described clearly and concisely with code that can
immediately be used on your web site, blog, Wiki, or
specialized application. This book explains:
Collaborative filtering techniques that enable online
retailers to recommend products or media Methods of
clustering to detect groups of similar items in a large
dataset Search engine features -- crawlers, indexers,
query engines, and the PageRank algorithm
Optimization algorithms that search millions of
possible solutions to a problem and choose the best
one Bayesian filtering, used in spam filters for
classifying documents based on word types and other
features Using decision trees not only to make
predictions, but to model the way decisions are made
Predicting numerical values rather than classifications
to build price models Support vector machines to
match people in online dating sites Non-negative
matrix factorization to find the independent features
in a dataset Evolving intelligence for problem solving
-- how a computer develops its skill by improving its
own code the more it plays a game Each chapter
includes exercises for extending the algorithms to
make them more powerful. Go beyond simple
database-backed applications and put the wealth of
Internet data to work for you. "Bravo! I cannot think of
a better way for a developer to first learn these
algorithms and methods, nor can I think of a better
way for me (an old AI dog) to reinvigorate my
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knowledge of the details." -- Dan Russell, Google
"Toby's book does a great job of breaking down the
complex subject matter of machine-learning
algorithms into practical, easy-to-understand
examples that can be directly applied to analysis of
social interaction across the Web today. If I had this
book two years ago, it would have saved precious
time going down some fruitless paths." -- Tim Wolters,
CTO, Collective Intellect

Data Preparation for Data Mining
Put Predictive Analytics into Action Learn the basics of
Predictive Analysis and Data Mining through an easy
to understand conceptual framework and immediately
practice the concepts learned using the open source
RapidMiner tool. Whether you are brand new to Data
Mining or working on your tenth project, this book will
show you how to analyze data, uncover hidden
patterns and relationships to aid important decisions
and predictions. Data Mining has become an essential
tool for any enterprise that collects, stores and
processes data as part of its operations. This book is
ideal for business users, data analysts, business
analysts, business intelligence and data warehousing
professionals and for anyone who wants to learn Data
Mining. You’ll be able to: 1. Gain the necessary
knowledge of different data mining techniques, so
that you can select the right technique for a given
data problem and create a general purpose analytics
process. 2. Get up and running fast with more than
two dozen commonly used powerful algorithms for
predictive analytics using practical use cases. 3.
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Implement a simple step-by-step process for
predicting an outcome or discovering hidden
relationships from the data using RapidMiner, an open
source GUI based data mining tool Predictive
analytics and Data Mining techniques covered:
Exploratory Data Analysis, Visualization, Decision
trees, Rule induction, k-Nearest Neighbors, Naïve
Bayesian, Artificial Neural Networks, Support Vector
machines, Ensemble models, Bagging, Boosting,
Random Forests, Linear regression, Logistic
regression, Association analysis using Apriori and FP
Growth, K-Means clustering, Density based clustering,
Self Organizing Maps, Text Mining, Time series
forecasting, Anomaly detection and Feature selection.
Implementation files can be downloaded from the
book companion site at
www.LearnPredictiveAnalytics.com Demystifies data
mining concepts with easy to understand language
Shows how to get up and running fast with 20
commonly used powerful techniques for predictive
analysis Explains the process of using open source
RapidMiner tools Discusses a simple 5 step process
for implementing algorithms that can be used for
performing predictive analytics Includes practical use
cases and examples

Predictive Analytics and Data Mining
Drawn from the US National Science Foundation’s
Symposium on Next Generation of Data Mining and
Cyber-Enabled Discovery for Innovation (NGDM 07),
Next Generation of Data Mining explores emerging
technologies and applications in data mining as well
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as potential challenges faced by the field. Gathering
perspectives from top experts across different
disciplines, the book debates upcoming challenges
and outlines computational methods. The contributors
look at how ecology, astronomy, social science,
medicine, finance, and more can benefit from the
next generation of data mining techniques. They
examine the algorithms, middleware, infrastructure,
and privacy policies associated with ubiquitous,
distributed, and high performance data mining. They
also discuss the impact of new technologies, such as
the semantic web, on data mining and provide
recommendations for privacy-preserving
mechanisms. The dramatic increase in the availability
of massive, complex data from various sources is
creating computing, storage, communication, and
human-computer interaction challenges for data
mining. Providing a framework to better understand
these fundamental issues, this volume surveys
promising approaches to data mining problems that
span an array of disciplines.
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